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All viruses that carry a positive-sense RNA genome (+RNA), such as picornavi-
ruses, hepatitis C virus, dengue virus, and SARS- and MERS-coronavirus, con-
fiscate intracellular membranes of the host cell to generate new compartments
(i.e., replication organelles) for amplification of their genome. Replication organ-
elles (ROs) are membranous structures that not only harbor viral proteins but also
contain a specific array of hijacked host factors that create a unique lipid micro-
environment optimal for genome replication. While some lipids may be locally
synthesized de novo, other lipids are shuttled towards ROs. In picornavirus-
infected cells, lipids are exchanged at membrane contact sites between ROs
and other organelles. In this paper, we review recent advances in our understand-
ing of how picornaviruses exploit host membrane contact site machinery to
generate ROs, a mechanism that is used by some other +RNA viruses as well.

Picornaviruses and Their Life Cycle
The Picornaviridae constitute a large family of positive-sense, single-stranded RNA (+RNA) viruses
comprising many human and animal pathogens associated with a wide spectrum of diseases
(Box 1) (reviewed in [1]). The family currently consists of 29 genera (http://www.ictvonline.org).
Most studies have focused on the Enterovirus genus, which includes poliovirus, coxsackie A and
B viruses, and human rhinoviruses; these viruses have a great clinical and economic impact
(e.g., [2–6]).

Enteroviruses are small, nonenveloped viruses with a +RNA genome of �7.5 kb. The genome
encodes a single open reading frame divided into the regions P1, P2, and P3. The P1 region
encodes the four capsid proteins (VP1–VP4), while P2 and P3 encode the nonstructural
proteins, which mediate genome replication. P2 encodes the viral proteinase 2Apro, the viroporin
2B, and the RNA helicase 2C, while P3 encodes 3A, which functions in viral RNA replication and
in membrane remodeling, the primer for replication 3B, the viral proteinase 3Cpro, and the RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase 3Dpol.

The life cycle of enteroviruses starts with receptor-mediated endocytosis of the virion and release
of the genome into the cytoplasm of the host cell (reviewed in [7]). Here, the genome is translated
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into a single large polyprotein, which is subsequently proteolytically processed by the viral
proteinases 2Apro and 3Cpro to yield the individual capsid proteins, nonstructural proteins, and
some stable and functional precursors such as 2BC, 3AB, and 3CD. Replication of the viral
genome by the nonstructural proteins starts with synthesis of complementary negative-strand
RNA molecules, which then serve as a template for the production of multiple new +RNA
molecules. Newly synthesized +RNA genomes either enter another round of translation and
replication or are assembled with capsid proteins into progeny virions. The new virions are
released into the extracellular environment upon host cell lysis, although growing evidence
suggests that virions can also be secreted via nonlytic release prior to cell lysis and transmitted in
vesicles containing multiple virions [8–12], similar to the mode observed previously for the
picornavirus hepatitis A virus (genus Hepatovirus) [13].

Enteroviruses Create ROs for Genome Replication
All +RNA viruses rearrange intracellular membranes into new membranous structures that serve
as a scaffold for genome replication. These so-called ROs have been suggested to serve
multiple purposes. They may concentrate viral and host proteins and/or mediate proper
topology, thereby gathering all necessary components for efficient replication. In addition,
the ROs are believed to protect viral RNAs against degradation by cellular RNases and/or
detection by RNA sensors that trigger antiviral responses (reviewed in [14–16]).

Enterovirus ROs have long been visualized as either single- or double-membrane ‘vesicles’ in
two-dimensional electron microscopy studies [17,18]. However, two recent electron tomogra-
phy studies on poliovirus and coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) have revealed the three-dimensional
structure of ROs (Figure 1) [19,20]. Interestingly, the morphology of the ROs transforms during
the course of infection, indicating that ROs are dynamic structures. The first structures detected
upon infection are single-membrane tubules. As infection progresses, the tubules transform into
double-membrane vesicles (DMVs), which are subsequently enwrapped by more tubules to
yield multilamellar structures. It remains to be established whether all these different structures
support viral RNA replication. At least the tubular structures seem to do so, as the appearance of
tubular ROs is concomitant with the exponential increase in viral RNA [19].

RO formation requires the viral membrane-anchored proteins 2B, 2C, and 3A, but one of the
major challenges in the field is to establish how enteroviruses form ROs from host membranes.
The emergence of tubular ROs coincides with the disappearance of Golgi membranes, implying
that Golgi components might be involved in RO formation [19]. Additionally, the formation of
DMVs and their subsequent enwrapping are reminiscent of autophagic mechanisms, suggest-
ing that autophagy plays a role in RO transformation [19,20]. In accordance with this, a number
of Golgi proteins [21–23] and the autophagy marker LC3 [9,24,25] were found on enterovirus
ROs. Importantly, LC3 has been implicated in DMV formation both in an autophagy-dependent

Box 1. Picornavirus Pathogenesis

The family Picornaviridae currently consists of 29 genera (http://www.ictvonline.org), which include many clinically and
economically important human and animal pathogens. The genus Enterovirus is the largest genus. Examples of human
enteroviruses include polioviruses (causative agents of poliomyelitis), coxsackie- and echoviruses (main causes of viral
meningitis, but which are also associated with several other conditions such as herpangina, conjunctivitis, and
myocarditis), rhinoviruses (causes of common cold, but also exacerbations of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease), enterovirus-D68 (cause of respiratory illness), and enterovirus-A71 (important cause of hand-foot-and-mouth
disease, but which can also cause flaccid paralysis). The genus Cardiovirus includes encephalomyocarditis virus, which
can infect many hosts, including rodents and pigs, and cause encephalomyelitis and reproductive failure, as well as
saffold virus, a human virus that has not been convincingly associated with a disease. The genus Aphthovirus includes the
foot-and-mouth disease virus, which infects a range of cloven-hooved mammals and which causes lesions, but
sometimes also myocarditis and death. Other well-known human picornaviruses are the hepatitis A virus (Hepatovirus
genus), which causes hepatitis, human parechovirus (Parechovirus genus), which causes respiratory illness, gastro-
enteritis, myocarditis and encephalitis, and aichivirus (Kobuvirus genus), which causes gastroenteritis.
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and -independent manner [26]. Yet, ROs are not mere remnants of the Golgi or constituents of
the autophagy pathway, but instead are new virus-induced organelles with a unique protein and
lipid composition (reviewed in [27]).

Enteroviruses Subvert Membrane Contact Site Machinery to Create ROs
Lipids are principal components of biomembranes and critical determinants of membrane prop-
erties such as intrinsic curvature, fluidity, and charge, and they play crucial roles in recruiting a wide
variety of proteins to membranes (see e.g., [28–31] for review). Increasing evidence shows that, in
addition to host proteins, enteroviruses hijack lipid homeostasis pathways for RO formation.
Membrane contact sites (MCSs; Box 2) play central roles in the homeostasis of a variety of lipids. In
this review, we focus on the emerging concept that enteroviruses subvert host MCS machinery to
create ROs with a lipid composition optimally suited to support viral genome replication.

The Essential Role of PI4KB and PI4P in Genome Replication
Phosphoinositides are major determinants of organelle identity and functioning, despite
accounting for only a minor fraction of the total cellular phospholipids. One of the most abundant
phosphoinositides in the cell is phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P). Recently, PI4P
emerged from simply being a precursor of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate [PI(4,5)P2]
to being a key regulator of membrane trafficking and metabolism, particularly by mediating
the recruitment to membranes of effector proteins with lipid-transfer functions [32]. PI4P can be
synthesized in mammalian cells by four distinct phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases (PI4Ks) [32], type
II and type III that both consist of an /- and a b-isoform [33], which reside at different subcellular
locations and locally synthesize PI4P. The major pool of PI4P is generated in Golgi membranes,
where PI4K type IIIb (PI4KB) is the predominant isoform [34,35]. All enteroviruses depend on
PI4KB activity for genome replication [23,36]. PI4KB is accumulated at ROs by viral nonstructural
proteins to locally produce high amounts of PI4P [23]. The small viral protein 3A mediates PI4KB
accumulation [23,37–39], although 2BC was recently proposed to also play a role [40]. Of note,
host factor accumulation is generally denoted ‘recruitment’, although it may also result from
retention, or a combination of both.

The Role of Host Proteins in PI4KB Recruitment
Despite intense investigation, the mechanism underlying PI4KB recruitment by 3A remains
unclear. Although PI4KB coimmunoprecipitates with 3A, a direct interaction could until now not
be shown [37,39]. Hence, 3A may recruit PI4KB indirectly via a cellular interactor. Candidate
host proteins for PI4KB recruitment and their role in enterovirus genome replication are
discussed below.
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Figure 1. The Ultrastructure of Enterovirus Replication Organelles (ROs). (A) Tomographic slice (thickness 5 nm)
through a serial tomogram of a CVB3-infected cell at 5 hours post-infection. Scale bar is 500 nm. (B) Top and side views of a
surface-rendered model of the region boxed in panel A showing single-membrane tubules (green), open (orange) and
closed (yellow) double-membrane vesicles (DMVs), and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (blue). (C) Schematic representation of
an RO displaying viral RNA genome replication by viral and host proteins. (A, B) Adapted from [19]; the original images have
been published under the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license.
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GBF1
Enterovirus 3A interacts with the N terminus of GBF1 (Golgi brefeldin A resistant guanine
nucleotide exchange factor 1), an essential host factor of enterovirus replication [41–43].
GBF1 is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor and activator of the small GTPase Arf1 (ADP-
ribosylation factor 1), which regulates traffic in the secretory pathway by mediating the recruit-
ment of downstream effectors to membranes [44,45]. Since PI4KB is an effector of Arf1 in
noninfected cells [35], it was initially proposed that 3A recruits PI4KB via GBF1/Arf1 [23].
However, the 3A proteins of CVB3 and rhinovirus were shown to recruit the kinase independently
of GBF1/Arf1 [37,38].

With the finding that PI4KB recruitment is not dependent on GBF1, the role of GBF1 in
enterovirus replication remains elusive. Based on the sensitivity of enteroviruses to brefeldin
A (BFA), a small molecule inhibitor targeting the enzymatic function of GBF1, it was long believed
that enterovirus replication requires GBF1 activity [21,46]. In uninfected cells, activation of Arf1
by GBF1 among others serves to recruit the COPI vesicle coat complex [47]. However,
enterovirus ROs are gradually depleted of COPI [23,38], which exemplifies the selective recruit-
ment of host factors to ROs. Furthermore, this finding implies that the function of GBF1 in
enterovirus replication may not be synonymous to its normal cellular function. In agreement with

Box 2. Membrane Contact Sites (MCSs)

MCSs are sites where two organelles are closely juxtaposed (membranes are typically 15–60 nm apart). MCSs have
important functions in signaling and in the transfer of lipids and ions between organelles [89]. Many different types of MCS
have been described between a variety of organelles, including ER–Golgi, ER–lipid droplet, ER–mitochondrion, and ER–
plasma membrane (PM) (Figure I). Specialized proteins (dynamically) bridge and/or regulate the distance between
opposing membranes in response to triggers (e.g., Ca2+), thus allowing spatiotemporal control of MCSs. MCS proteins
include OSBP-related proteins (ORPs; these proteins regulate MCSs and shuttle lipids, including cholesterol) [71,72] and
extended synaptotagmins (E-syts; regulate ER-PM MCSs in response to Ca2+) [90], but our understanding of MCSs is
currently limited, and many MCS proteins remain to be identified and characterized.
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Figure I. Examples of Membrane Contact Sites MCSs) and Their Lipid Transfer Proteins. Schematic
representation of a cell and MCSs between a variety of cellular organelles. A selection of the currently limited known
set of MCS proteins and the MCSs at which they operate is depicted. Abbreviations: CERT, ceramide transfer protein;
E-Syt, extended synaptotagmin; Mfn, mitofusin; ORP, OSBP-related protein; OSBP, oxysterol-binding protein; Syt7,
synaptotagmin VII; VDAC, voltage-dependent anion channel.
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this, other studies showed that enterovirus replication is not sensitive to Arf1 depletion and that
overexpression of different Arf proteins cannot relieve virus replication from BFA inhibition
[42,43]. Additionally, overexpression of a truncated variant of GBF1 containing an intact
N terminus, but lacking the catalytic Sec7 domain, could partially rescue poliovirus replication
from the inhibitory effect of BFA [48]. Whatever function GBF1 plays in enterovirus replication, it
might be related to the functioning rather than the formation of ROs, because poliovirus proteins
expressed in the presence of BFA induced membrane rearrangements indistinguishable from
those found in infected cells [43]. A deeper understanding of the role of GBF1 in enterovirus
replication might also prove insightful for the as yet unclear role of GBF1 in the life cycle of other
distantly related (+)RNA viruses, such as hepatitis C virus and coronaviruses [49,50].

ACBD3
The Golgi-resident protein ACBD3 (acyl-CoA-binding domain-containing protein 3) was recently
identified as another interaction partner of PI4KB [51]. Affinity purification studies demonstrated
that multiple enterovirus 3A proteins, including those of poliovirus, coxsackievirus, and rhinovi-
rus, interact with ACBD3, raising the possibility that ACBD3 is the cofactor required for PI4KB
recruitment to the ROs [39]. However, PI4KB was still recruited to ROs in CVB3-infected cells
depleted of ACBD3, implying that enteroviruses recruit PI4KB independently of ACBD3 [37,38].
To date, the importance of ACBD3 for enterovirus infection remains elusive, since two different
studies demonstrated that ACBD3 depletion did not inhibit, but instead mildly augmented,
replication of CVB3 and poliovirus [37,52], while in another report poliovirus replication was
inhibited, albeit modestly, upon ACBD3 knockdown [39].

C10orf76
C10orf76 is a protein with an unknown function that has been identified as a PI4KB interactor by
two separate affinity-purification mass spectrometry (AP-MS) studies [53,54]. A very recent
study discovered C10orf76 as a novel enterovirus host factor [55]. In noninfected cells, C10orf76
associated with PI4KB and mediated PI4KB-dependent PI4P synthesis at Golgi membranes.
However, C10orf76 was only required for the genome replication of coxsackievirus A10, but not
coxsackievirus B1, suggesting a species-specific dependence on this host factor. Future
studies should address to which extent different enteroviruses require C10orf76, and whether
C10orf76 acts as cofactor in PI4KB recruitment also in infected cells.

In conclusion, a direct interaction between viral 3A and PI4KB could not be shown and – although
only a limited number of PI4KB interaction partners have been investigated for their involvement in
kinase recruitment to RO – a pathway for indirect PI4KB recruitment has also not been identified
yet. Thus, the detailed molecular events underlying the mechanism of PI4KB recruitment remain to
be elucidated.

PI4P-Dependent Cholesterol Recruitment to ROs via MCSs
What is the purpose of PI4P in enterovirus replication? A first indication that PI4P might serve as a
protein-docking site on RO membranes was the finding that CVB3 3Dpol specifically bound to PI4P
in an in vitro assay [23], but this observation awaits validation in infected cells. By recruiting proteins,
PI4P could assist in concentrating components required for genome replication and/or RO
formation. Notably, PI4P can recruit cellular proteins that have a PI4P-binding pleckstrin homology
(PH) domain, including various lipid-transfer proteins [56,57]. One of these is the oxysterol-binding
protein (OSBP). In uninfected cells, OSBP simultaneously binds the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
and trans-Golgi membranes, thus bringing them in close proximity and creating MCSs. OSBP
interacts with the integral ER membrane proteins VAP-A and VAP-B through its FFAT-motif, while it
docks to PI4P and Arf1 in the trans-Golgi via its PH-domain. OSBP binds cholesterol in a pocket in
its sterol-binding domain and transports it to Golgi membranes. This cholesterol transfer occurs
against the concentration gradient and hence requires energy. This energy is provided by a
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counterflux of PI4P, which binds in the same pocket of OSBP as cholesterol, from Golgi to ER,
where it is hydrolyzed by the phosphatase Sac1 [58].

The PI4P-enriched environment of enterovirus ROs triggers the recruitment of OSBP to tether
ER and RO membranes, and to create a novel type of MCS for a cholesterol/PI4P counterflux
(Figure 2). Similar to the physiological role of OSBP, enteroviruses exploit the PI4KIIIb–PI4P–
OSBP pathway to import cholesterol into their ROs [59–61]. Pharmacological inhibition of this
pathway by targeting either PI4P production or OSBP-mediated lipid shuttling efficiently
impaired enterovirus replication [23,36,59–64]. The observation that replication is hampered
when PI4P transported to the ER is not hydrolyzed upon knockdown of Sac1 [23,60] under-
scores the importance of the cholesterol/PI4P-counterflux for enterovirus replication.

Cholesterol is crucial for optimal enterovirus genome replication, as treatments that disrupt
cholesterol homeostasis inhibited enterovirus replication [65,66]. However, enteroviruses do not
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Figure 2. Enteroviruses Trigger Formation of Membrane Contact Sites (MCSs) between Replication Orga-
nelles (ROs) and the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) for Lipid Exchange. In enterovirus-infected cells, the viral protein
3A mediates PI4KB recruitment to ROs to locally produce high levels of PI4P. Oxysterol-binding protein (OSBP) binds PI4P
at the RO and VAP-A at the ER, and thereby stimulates formation of a novel type of MCS between ER and ROs at which it
drives cholesterol/PI4P exchange to accumulate cholesterol at ROs. Adapted from [61]; the original image has been
published under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0) license.
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depend on ongoing cholesterol synthesis in the ER [60,66]. This raises the question: where does
RO cholesterol come from? So far, two cholesterol pools have been linked to replication:
cholesterol stored in lipid droplets [60], and cholesterol internalized from the medium or the
plasma membrane pool [65]. Lipid droplets are consumed during enterovirus replication to
mobilize the stored cholesterylester as a source of free cholesterol [60]. As of yet, it is not known
how cholesterol from lipid droplets gets to the ER, and whether MCSs play a role in this.
Interestingly, GBF1 and the Arf1/COPI machinery act directly on lipid droplets and are important
for lipid droplet-targeting of key enzymes involved in lipid droplet homeostasis [67]. Modulation
of the GBF1 and Arf1/COPI machinery by the viral protein 3A may therefore deter lipid storage
and promote lipolysis to increase the availability of free cholesterol (and other stored lipids) as
building blocks for membrane biogenesis. In addition, enteroviruses were shown to upregulate
clathrin-mediated endocytosis [68] to enhance cholesterol (re)uptake from medium/plasma
membrane [65]. Internalized cholesterol is delivered to ROs via recycling endosomes, possibly
involving an interaction between PI4KIIIb and the recycling endosome protein Rab11. To date, it
has not been established how exactly cholesterol is delivered from recycling endosomes to
ROs. Possibly, cholesterol is shuttled at MCSs between recycling endosomes and ROs by
cholesterol-transfer proteins, although it cannot be excluded that recycling endosomes fuse
with the ROs.

The question remains: what is the function of cholesterol in enterovirus replication? Cholesterol is
an essential lipid for cellular membranes and is important for membrane properties such as
fluidity, permeability, and the formation of membrane microdomains (rafts). Hence, cholesterol
may be required to generate and maintain essential membrane properties that drive RO shape
and function. For example, it has been proposed that cholesterol is required for efficient viral
polyprotein processing [65]. Acute depletion of cholesterol with methyl-b-cyclodextrins or
disruption of cholesterol organization with filipin enhanced the proteolytic processing of the
viral precursor protein 3CDpro to 3Cpro and 3Dpol, thereby reducing the amount of 3CDpro, which
is required for priming viral RNA synthesis and processing of the capsid proteins. Treatment with
the PI4KB inhibitor GW5074, which reduces PI4P and hence OSBP recruitment and cholesterol
accumulation at ROs, also affected in vitro polyprotein processing and resulted in an accumula-
tion of the large precursor P2–P3 [69]. Similar to cholesterol depletion, GW5074 treatment
decreased the level of 3CDpro and concomitantly increased the amount of 3Dpol.

The Importance of MCSs for Controlling the Metabolism of Other Lipids in Infected Cells
Besides mediating cholesterol/PI4P exchange, OSBP regulates the homeostasis of other lipids
via MCSs. Notably, OSBP regulates the ceramide transfer protein (CERT)-dependent shuttling of
ceramide (a precursor of sphingomyelin, a lipid that associates with cholesterol in membrane
microdomains) from ER to trans-Golgi [70]. It remains to be determined whether CERT and other
machinery derived from the ER-Golgi MCS, and the lipids that depend on those lipid-transfer
proteins, play a role in enterovirus replication. Additionally, OSBP is part of a family of OSBP-
related proteins (ORPs) that have functions in lipid homeostasis at various cellular MCSs (see e.
g., [71,72]). A recent study suggested a possible role for other ORPs, besides OSBP, in the
replication of rhinoviruses [60], but firm evidence for their involvement remains to be obtained.

Picornaviruses have historically been considered nonenveloped viruses that rely on cell lysis to
exit the cell, but this classic view has recently been challenged by a number of findings. First,
hepatitis A virus particles were found to be released enwrapped in host-derived membranes
[13]. Second, CVB3 particles were also identified within vesicles [12], and third, poliovirus was
reported to be able to spread nonlytically [8]. A recent study reported that newly formed
poliovirus virions are captured in autophagosome-like vesicular structures closely juxtaposed
to ROs, and that both the ROs and the capsid-containing vesicular structures are enriched in the
lipid phosphatidylserine [11]. Although it is unknown how exactly the virus-containing vesicular
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structures are formed, our ultrastructural analysis of CVB3-infected cells suggests that tubular ROs
progressively transform into DMVs, which accumulate at later stages of infection [19]. After fusion
of such DMVs with the plasma membrane, single-membrane, virus-containing extracellular
vesicles would be released [11]. These resulting extracellular vesicles expose phosphatidylserine,
a hallmark of apoptotic cells, which triggers uptake of the vesicles in neighboring cells. Transmis-
sion of virions in vesicles supports en bloc virus transmission and coinfection of cells by multiple
virions [11], but – at least for the picornavirus hepatitis A virus – does not abrogate the need for the
virus receptor [13]. How phosphatidylserine becomes enriched in these membranes is unknown.
Recently, the OSBP-related proteins ORP5 and ORP8 were shown to mediate phosphatidylser-
ine/PI4P countertransport at MCSs between the ER and the plasma membrane to deliver
phosphatidylserine to the plasma membrane [73]. Since RO membranes are enriched in PI4P,
ORP5 and/or ORP8 may also be recruited to ER–RO MCSs and transport phosphatidylserine to
ROs, from where it may transition to the autophagosome-like DMVs.

Modulation of Lipid Homeostasis Independent of MCSs
Enterovirus replication has been associated with alterations of other lipid metabolic pathways as
well. Enteroviruses were shown to activate a long-chain acyl-CoA-synthase 3 to reroute
imported fatty acids from storage in lipid droplets to massive production of the major membrane
lipid phosphatidylcholine [74]. Importantly, phosphatidylcholine produced during infection is
distinct from that synthesized in uninfected cells, as there is a shift towards the generation of
phosphatidylcholine with longer acyl chains (C16 and C18, i.e., fatty acyl chains with 16 and
18 carbon atoms, respectively) in infected cells, indicating that RO membranes are significantly
different from the pre-existing cellular membranes. The viral proteinase 2Apro was required, but
was not sufficient, to activate the import of fatty acids, but this function was independent of the
protease activity. It remains to be determined how exactly 2A enhances fatty acid uptake during
infection.

Hijacking of MCS by Other +RNA Viruses
Other Picornaviruses
Accumulating evidence suggests that exploiting MCS machineries might be a more widespread
phenomenon within the Picornaviridae. Apart from enteroviruses, Aichivirus, a member of the
genus Kobuvirus, was also shown to manipulate PI4P metabolism by hijacking PI4KB
[39,51,75]. Similar to enteroviruses, kobuviruses require a nonenzymatic function of GBF1
for efficient replication that is apparently unrelated to PI4KB recruitment [39,51]. Aichivirus
recruits PI4KB to its ROs via interaction of several non-structural proteins with ACBD3 [51]. It is
tempting to speculate that kobuviruses, like enteroviruses, rely on PI4P to generate MCSs with
the ER via OSBP, but this idea awaits experimental validation.

The Cardiovirus genus of the Picornaviridae, which includes encephalomyocarditis virus,
Theiler's virus, and the human Saffold virus, was long believed to employ replication strategies
substantially distinct from those of enteroviruses, as members of this genus did not show
sensitivity to treatment with inhibitors of GBF1 or PI4KB [21,36,42,76,77]. While this implied that
cardioviruses do not rely on GBF1/PI4KB-controlled pathways, cardiovirus replication in fact
also depends on PI4P lipids, although they are produced by the ER-derived enzyme PI4KA [78].
PI4KA is actively recruited by the viral 3A protein to cardiovirus ROs, which may be derived from
the ER. PI4P plays a similar role in cardiovirus replication as in enterovirus replication, that is, to
create MCSs between ROs and the ER via OSBP to funnel cholesterol to ROs [78].

Little is known about the host protein and lipid requirements of picornaviruses from other genera.
Studies with inhibitors of PI4Ks and OSBP suggest that members of the genera Aphthovirus
(e.g., equine rhinitis A virus, a close relative of foot-and-mouth disease virus) and Parechovirus
do not rely on PI4K/OSBP functions [61,62,78]. Whether these or other picornaviruses co-opt
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cholesterol/PI4P, either via MCSs or via alternative mechanisms, or have evolved to depend on
other machineries to establish their ROs remains to be determined.

+RNA Viruses from Other Families
The use of MCS machinery to build replication platforms extends beyond the Picornaviridae
family. Similar to cardioviruses, the distantly-related flavivirus hepatitis C virus exploits PI4KA to
develop a PI4P-rich network of replication membranes, designated the membranous web [79].
Likewise, OSBP participates in hepatitis C virus infection by forming MCSs between the
membranous web and the ER, and by shuttling cholesterol to the membranous web [63].
Unlike hepatitis C virus, the closely related flaviviruses dengue virus or West Nile virus do not
require the PI4P–OSBP machinery of MCSs, although these viruses are sensitive to disruptions
of cholesterol homeostasis and accumulate cholesterol at their ROs [63,80–82].

Tombusviruses, a family of plant viruses, were recently shown to also hijack MCS machinery and
shuttle sterols to their ROs. The tombusvirus tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) generates
invaginations in peroxisomes in which the viral genome is replicated. Studies in both plant cells
and in yeast, which can be conveniently used as a surrogate host model system, have revealed
that TBSV accumulates ergosterol (the main sterol in plants and yeast) at their ROs dependent
on several homologs of OSBP and VAP [83]. It is not known whether TBSV also hijacks PI4P
kinases (similar to picornaviruses), but the finding that the nonstructural viral protein p33 binds
both ORPs and VAP suggests that TBSV directly recruits MCS machinery. Importantly, electron
microscopy studies revealed the presence of p33-containing MCSs between ER and perox-
isomes in close proximity to ROs [83]. Similar observations were made for carnation Italian
ringspot virus (CIRV), which replicates its genome in invaginations in the mitochondrial outer
membrane [83]. Together, these data show that tombusviruses, which, in contrast to picorna-
viruses and hepatitis C virus, generate ROs of negative curvature, also hijack MCS machinery to
shuttle sterols to their ROs.

In vivo Relevance of in vitro Studies
Most studies on virus replication are performed in vitro in nonpolarized immortalized cell lines. To
date, it has been poorly explored whether findings in cell culture reflect the in vivo situation.
Different cell types can vary greatly in their protein and lipid composition, which may influence
virus tropism and replication efficiency. Indeed, the machinery involved in virus entry differs
considerably between polarized and nonpolarized cells (e.g., [84]). However, several studies
suggest that enterovirus-induced membrane rearrangements observed in polarized cells in vitro
and in vivo [25,85,86] resembled those in nonpolarized cells [19,20], suggesting that the
machinery involved in RO formation is largely conserved between different cell types. Consis-
tently, studies using an inhibitor revealed that, of the host factors identified in cell culture, at least
PI4KB is essential for enterovirus infection in vivo [36,87].

Notwithstanding, the observation that CVB3 can exploit LC3 in both autophagy-dependent and
-independent manners, and can rearrange membranes and replicate in the absence of functional
LC3 [26], indicates that enteroviruses – like TBSV [88] and perhaps many other +RNA viruses – can
utilize disparate host membranes and machinery to generate ROs, depending on availability in
different cell types. Hence, findings in whichever experimental system may only represent part of
the story in multicellular organisms with many different cell types.

Concluding Remarks
A number of vastly different +RNA viruses, both those generating positive-membrane-curvature
and negative-curvature ROs, have now been shown to require sterols at their ROs and hijack
host MCS machinery to shuttle sterols to the ROs. The strategies employed by those viruses to
confiscate MCS machinery differ markedly, from direct recruitment of MCS proteins to the

Outstanding Questions
Does the shape of ROs determine their
function and, if so, how?

How is the structure of ROs established;
what is the role of lipids, and what is the
contribution of cellular scaffolding/mem-
brane-shaping proteins in determining
RO structure and functionality?

What is the lipid composition of ROs,
and what are the roles of the individual
components?

Do picornaviruses exchange lipids
other than PI4P and cholesterol via
the ER–RO MCS?

From where does the cholesterol that is
funneled to ROs via MCSs originate?

Do picornaviruses create MCSs with
other organelles to exchange lipids?
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generation of physiological-like, PI4P-dependent MCSs. What the apparently universally impor-
tant role of sterols at ROs is remains to be determined. Furthermore, physiological MCSs
support the homeostasis of many lipids other than cholesterol, but it has not yet been
investigated whether +RNA viruses also hijack MCS machinery to tune the RO lipid composition.
Many aspects regarding biogenesis, composition, architecture, and function of ROs remain to
be elucidated (see Outstanding Questions). We expect an important role for MCSs and viral
hijacking of MCS machinery in infection to be uncovered in the near future.
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